INTRODUCTION
The Fibonacci numbers, the Fibonacci polynomials, and the generalized Fibonacci polynomials, these latter defined by
Unfcy)
= xu n -.i(x,y) + yu n -. 2 In their recent paper [ 3 ] , Hoggatt and Long prove (1) and more: Further, if p is a prime, then u p (x,y) is irreducible over the rational number field, a result originating with Webb and Parberry [ 5 ] . Similar results for Lucas polynomials and generalized Lucas polynomials are proved by Bergum and Hoggatt [ 2 ] .
In this present paper, we consider divisibility properties of certain polynomials which include the generalized Fibonacci polynomials and a modification of the generalized Lucas polynomials as special cases.
Letx, y, z be indeterminants and let for n > I it is easy to write out the first few si n (x,y,z) as follows:
= (x -y)/(x-y)
= f x c 2 -(x 2 
for even n;
In Section 2 we prove that the divisibilities in (1) hold for the polynomials si n (x,y,z). In Section 3 we prove that consecutive terms of the sequence si n (x,y f z) are relatively prime. In Section 4 we prove the same for sequences of the form z mn /Q.m, where m is fixed. In Section 5 we prove that (2) holds for the sequence SL n (x,y,z). In Section 6 we consider the irreducibillity of some of the si n (x,y,z).
A MULTISECTION THEOREM

Lemma
L The sequence &n(x,y,z), for/7 -7, 2, •••, is generated by the function
Proof. Let
and y(t) = 1-yt-zt 2 
= (1 -t 3 t)(J -t 4 t).
It is easy to check that and it is well known [1] that -x'(t)/x(t) generates a sequence of sums of powers of roots ofx(t). Explicitly,
where s n fx) = t" + t% is the /7 f/7 (unmodified) generalized Lucas polynomial L n (x,z). Thus, the sequences n (x) 
3. CONSECUTIVE RELATIVELY PRIME POLYNOMIALS
+ -readily provides a well known (e.g., [4] ) recurrence relation
for subsequences of (unmodified) generalized Lucas polynomials. Substituting for the L's according to (5), we readily obtain the following lemma for modified generalized Lucas polynomials.
n -2)m forodd/7? and odd/?
9. m for even m.
Proof.
The proposition is obviously valid for/? = /. Suppose its validity for arbitrary odd/7. Then for any even n,
Now suppose the proposition valid for arbitrary even n. Then for any odd n,
Theorem 2 shows that the only possible divisors of both z n and 9. n +i are of the isxmx'z J where 0 < / < 1 and 0 < / < / 7 -1. Equation (4) shows that/= 0. Reading* for f i n (4), we see that* divides z n (x,Q,z) only when n is even. Sincex'z divides consecutive e's, we have / = 0.
DIVISIBILITY PROPERTIES OFRECURRENTSEQUENCES
[NOV.
Proof.
-tfd(x,y) divides both f n -j and f n then by (3), d(x,y) divides xyf n -2-Thus d(x,y) divides f n -2, since (xy,f n -2 
Proof. The proposition is clearly valid for n = 1. For arbitrary n > 1, suppose that (4) gives (for odd m only),
w n e r e w ~ \ ( n -7j/?forodd/7, i=0 and fpx,0) = ff<(X 2 ,0) = X 2~1 for k > I Thus X 2 divides \ n only when n is even. Since X 2 divides consecutive X's, we have/ = 0. Now for any m, Theorem 4b and the argument just given show that the only possible divisors of both \ n and X n+1 are of the form z y with 0<j <(n -Dm. Sfz y divides X^ then z y divides e^ = ^m^n-Thus/ = 0, by (4). Proof.
Repeated application of this congruence gives
In X n = 28374454999 = X 2 -199-331-39161 .
In agreement with Corollary 6a, we have (X n , X n +j) = 1 for 1 <n < 9, but (XJQ, Xn) = 11. 
THE EQUATION
Proof
The resulting restatements are special cases, to which the proofs already given apply. 
The first statement follows from Lemma 8 exactly as Theorem 7 and Corollary 7 follow from Lemma 7.
For the second statement, we obtain d\(X t k, X t /<+i) as in the proof of Lemma 7 and haved = 1 by Corollaries 6a and 6b. Then the methods of proof of Theorem 7 and Corollary 7 apply.
IRREDUCIBILITY OF 2 POLYNOMIALS
Lemma 9. The polynomial Q n (x,y,0) is irreducible over the rational number field if and only if n is a prime.
Proof. It is known [3] that the generalized Fibonacci polynomial z n (A,B,0) , where A + B =x and AB = -y, is irreducible if and only \\ n is a prime. The present lemma is an immediate consequence. , where n is even, is irreducible over the rational number field if and only if n = 2 k for some k > I Further, the polynomial z n (x,0,z)for odd n is irreducible if and only if n is a prime.
Proof
These two results are proved in [ 2 ] . Once again, the remainder of the proof is identical to that of Theorem 3, except that here we have yx n~ instead of zx n~1 .
